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Contralesional dorsal premotor cortex (cPMd)maysupport residualmotor function following stroke.Weperformed twocomplementary
experiments to explore how cPMd might perform this role in a group of chronic human stroke patients. First, we used paired-coil
transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to establish the physiological influence of cPMd on ipsilesional primarymotor cortex (iM1) at
rest. We found that this influence became less inhibitory/more facilitatory in patients with greater clinical impairment. Second, we
applied TMS over cPMdduring functionalmagnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in these patients to examine the causal influence of cPMd
TMS on the whole network of surviving cortical motor areas in either hemisphere and whether these influences changed during affected
handmovement.We confirmed that hand grip-related activation in cPMdwas greater inmore impaired patients. Furthermore, the peak
ipsilesional sensorimotor cortex activity shifted posteriorly in more impaired patients. Critical new findings were that concurrent
TMS-fMRI results correlated with the level of both clinical impairment and neurophysiological impairment (i.e., less inhibitory/more
facilitatory cPMd-iM1measureat rest as assessedwithpaired-coil TMS). Specifically, greater clinical andneurophysiological impairment
was associated with a stronger facilitatory influence of cPMd TMS on blood oxygenation level-dependent signal in posterior parts of
ipsilesional sensorimotor cortex during hand grip, corresponding to the posteriorly shifted sensorimotor activity seen inmore impaired
patients. cPMd TMS was not found to influence activity in other brain regions in either hemisphere. This state-dependent influence on
ipsilesional sensorimotor regions may provide a mechanism by which cPMd supports recovered function after stroke.
Introduction
Cortical regions in the intact hemisphere are thought to be im-
portant in supporting motor function of the paretic hand after
stroke (Seitz et al., 1998;Ward, 2004; Gerloff et al., 2006; Lotze et
al., 2006; Cramer, 2008; Schaechter and Perdue, 2008; Schaechter
et al., 2008). Contralesional dorsal premotor cortex (cPMd) is
more active during movement of the affected hand after stroke
comparedwith in healthy controls (Chollet et al., 1991;Weiller et
al., 1992), particularly for more impaired patients (Ward et al.,
2003b) with greater corticospinal tract disruption (Ward et al.,
2006). Two further lines of evidence suggest that cPMd supports
recoveredmotor function in these patients. First, using transcranial
magnetic stimulation (TMS) to disrupt cPMd activity during recov-
ered handmovement can worsen performance in a way not seen in
healthy controls (Lotze et al., 2006), particularly in patients with
greater impairment (Johansen-Berg et al., 2002). Second, activity in
cPMd when controlling force production with the affected hand is
greater in the presence of more extensive corticospinal tract disrup-
tion (Ward et al., 2007).
However, themechanisms by which cPMd can exert a function-
ally relevant causal influence on motor output following stroke re-
main unresolved. It seems unlikely that cPMd can support hand
function via direct projections to spinal cord motoneurons
(Boudrias et al., 2010). An alternative hypothesis is that cPMdmight
influence other cortical areas in the survivingmotornetwork to sup-
port residual motor output (Cramer, 2008) and higher-order pro-
cesses required for motor function (Gerloff et al., 2006). Paired-coil
TMS studies have demonstrated a direct inhibitory interhemi-
spheric influence of PMd on the output of primary motor cortex
(M1) in the opposite hemisphere for healthy humans at rest (Mo-
chizuki et al., 2004; Ba¨umer et al., 2006; Koch et al., 2006; O’Shea et
al., 2007b).Duringanactivemotor task, this inhibitory influencecan
change (Koch et al., 2006; O’Shea et al., 2007a; Bestmann et al.,
2008b). We assessed the influence of cPMd on surviving cortical
motor regions in stroke patients with different levels of impair-
ment to test how cPMdmight support motor function in the face
of partial corticospinal tract disruption via an influence on other
brain areas. Furthermore, we asked whether such influences are
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state dependent, i.e., change from rest to active movement of the
paretic hand.
First, we tested the direct interhemispheric influence of cPMd
on ipsilesional M1 in subcortical stroke patients at rest using
paired-coil, paired-pulse TMS (Mochizuki et al., 2004; Ba¨umer et
al., 2006; Koch et al., 2006). In a separate experiment with the
same patients, we used concurrent TMS-fMRI to deliver TMS
pulses over cPMd while measuring its causal influence on brain
activity during hand grip or rest in other potentially intercon-
nected brain areas. We sought to explain variability in the state-
dependent (i.e., hand grip or rest) influence of cPMd as a
function of clinical and neurophysiological impairment.We thus
tested which parts of the surviving motor network were causally
influenced by cPMd during affected hand grip, and how this
influence might vary with the level of residual motor function
or in relation to the separately assessed paired-coil neurophys-
iological measure.
Materials andMethods
Participants
Patients were recruited from the National Hospital for Neurology and
Neurosurgery, Queen Square, London. All were premorbidly right
handed and had experienced a first-time ischemic stroke resulting in
weakness of (at least) wrist and finger extensors and hand interossei (to
4 on theMedical Research Council scale), lasting aminimum of 48 h
after the onset of symptoms. Exclusion criteria were as follows: (1) ex-
tension of the lesion into cortical motor regions; (2) carotid artery ste-
nosis 70% as assessed by carotid Doppler studies and/or magnetic
resonance angiography; (3) previous seizures or other neurological or
psychiatric diseases; (4) inability to perform the grip task used during the
fMRI part of our study (see below); (5) deficits of language comprehen-
sion; and (6) time after lesion4 months.
Patients were not receiving active physical therapy, but had received
poststroke therapy appropriate to their individual clinical needs. All pa-
tients (age, 57.4 11.6 years) had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Patients were naive to the purpose of the experiment. Full written con-
sent was obtained from all participants, in accord with approval by the
Joint Ethics Committee of the UCL Institute of Neurology and the Na-
tional Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery, UCL Hospitals NHS
Foundation Trust, London. Twelve patients (2 female) were included in
the final experiment. The mean time since stroke was 28 months (range
4–104). Patient characteristics are listed in Table 1. Structural brain im-
ages withmarkers of the lesion sites are shown in supplemental Figure S1
(available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
Clinical evaluation
Patients were evaluated at the time of scanning using the nine-hole peg
test (NHPT),Motricity index (MI), and action research arm test (ARAT)
(Table 2). The NHPTmeasures the time taken to place nine pegs consec-
utively into individual holes, using one hand (Heller et al., 1987). If the
task was not completed within a minute then the number of pegs placed
within that timewas scored. Each handwas examined three times and the
mean score recorded as pegs per second for that hand. The NHPT score
is expressed as the percentage of pegs per second for the affected hand
with respect to the unaffected hand. TheMI reflects a clinical assessment
of power in threemuscle groups of the upper limb. In the ARAT, patients
are asked to manipulate objects of varying sizes with the affected arm,
assessing four aspects of arm function (grasp, grip, pinch movements,
and gross arm movements). Each patient’s clinical picture was domi-
nated by motor impairment with little or no sensory loss. The Ashworth
scale for spasticity was zero in all patients. To obtain an overall index of
residual motor function that is less affected by floor or ceiling effects that
may arise when only taking one score into account, we derived a com-
bined clinical score, using the first principal component of a principal
component analysis of the clinical assessment scores, as described previ-
ously (Ward et al., 2003a,b). In the resulting combined score, a positive
score denotes better residual function whereas a negative score denotes
poorer residual function.
Interhemispheric contralesional PMd- ipsilesional M1
paired-coil TMS
In addition to the clinical assessment, we sought to obtain a physiological
measure of the integrity or pathology of cPMd influences on ipsilesional
M1 (iM1) using paired-coil TMS (Civardi et al., 2001; Koch et al., 2006;
O’Shea et al., 2007b; Mars et al., 2009). TMS was performed 1 d after the
scanning session (see below) using two MAGSTIM 200 stimulators
(Magstim).Wemeasured restingmotor threshold (rMT) and activemo-
tor threshold (aMT) for each hemisphere and interhemispheric influ-
ences from cPMd to iM1 (cPMd–iM1) using a previously described
protocol (Mochizuki et al., 2004). This physiological measure was ac-
quired at rest only because during voluntary action, I-waves in motor
Table 1. Patient details and clinical scores
Patient Sex
Age
(years) Site of lesion
Time since
stroke (months) Past medical history Medication
1 M 52 L stratiocapsular 22 Hypertension, AF, DM Warfarin, insulin, ramipril, bendrofluazide
2 M 52 R stratiocapsular 104 Hypothyroidism Aspirin, pravastatin, thyroxine
3 F 55 R stratiocapsular 6 Hypertension, COPD, mild depression Aspirin, ezetimide, omeprazole, salbutamol
4 M 46 R stratiocapsular 31 Nil Aspirin
5 M 59 L pons 13 Hypertension, DM, gout Aspirin, diltiazem, gliclazide, metformin, simvastatin, omeprazole
6 F 84 R stratiocapsular 26 IHD, hyperthyroid, AF Aspirin, digoxin, atenolol, thyroxine, ramipril
7 M 55 R internal capsule 17 Hypertension, DM, renal impairment Aspirin, dipyridamole, insulin, frusemide, diltiazem, ramipril, atorvastatin
8 M 75 R internal capsule 13 Hypertension Aspirin, simvastatin
9 M 51 R corona radiata 4 Diabetes Warfarin, gliclazide, simvastatin
10 M 58 R stratiocapsular 9 AF Warfarin, flecainide, bisoprolol, atorvastatin
11 M 43 R thalamocapsular 11 Hypertension Bisoprolol, lisinopril, amlodipine, bendrofluazide
12 M 59 R thalamus/insula 84 Hypertension, AF Warfarin, simvastatin, propranolol, flecainamide, perindopril, amlodopine
M, Male; F, female; L, left; R, right; AF, atrial fibrillation; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; DM, diabetes; IHD, ischaemic heart disease.
Table 2. Clinical scores
Patient NHPT (%) ARAT (%) MI-UL (%)
1 92.4 55 100
2 60.6 57 100
3 68.1 57 100
4 43.0 36 89
5 85.7 57 100
6 68.3 55 81
7 69.7 51 100
8 70.5 55 100
9 38.6 56 77
10 0 15 56
11 76.3 57 100
12 5.0 25 77
Mean STD 56.5 29.5 48 14.5 90 14.4
Affected limb scores as a percentage of unaffected limb scores. UL, Upper limb.
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cortex are recruited differently than at rest (Amassian and Stewart, 2003).
This would make it difficult to ascertain whether any stroke-related
changes in motor-evoked potentials (MEPs) in an active setting were
caused by a change in I-wave recruitment or the stimulation of different
intracortical pathways. Here, we were primarily interested in obtaining a
physiological measure (separate from the fMRI data) of cPMd influence
on iM1 after stroke, assessing this patient-by-patient measure in relation
to variability in residual motor function. Moreover, we tested how this
measure related to differences found in brain responses during concur-
rent TMS-fMRI across our patient group, as explained below.
For motor threshold measurement, the handle of a 70 mm diameter,
figure-of-eight coil was held pointing posterolaterally over the M1 hand
representation, defined as the position at which stimulation produced
consistent MEPs in the target first dorsal interosseous (FDI). rMTs were
defined as the lowest stimulation intensity required to evoke an MEP in
the relaxed FDI of50 mV in 5 of 10 trials. aMTs were assessed during
voluntary contraction of the target FDI at10% of maximum force and
defined as the lowest stimulus intensity required to evoke an MEP of
200 mV in 5 of 10 trials. For the paired-coil protocol probing the
interhemispheric influence of cPMd on iM1, a small TMS coil (figure-
of-eight shape, 50 mm diameter) was placed over cPMd by locating it 2
cm anterior and 1 cmmedial to the motor hotspot (for similar PMd coil
locations, see Johansen-Berg et al., 2002; Bestmann et al., 2005, 2008b;
O’Shea et al., 2007b; Schluter et al., 1998, 1999), with the handle pointing
laterally for a medially directed, induced current (Mochizuki et al., 2004;
Koch et al., 2006). A second coil (figure-of-eight shape, 70 mm wing
diameter) was placed over the iM1 hand representation, as described for
motor threshold measurement above. A conditioning stimulus (CST)
was applied over cPMd 8ms before a test stimulus (TS) was applied over
iM1, with the latter initially set at 100%of rMT for the affected hand. The
TS intensity over iM1 was then adjusted in each patient to evoke an
unconditionedMEP in the FDI of the weak hand of1mV amplitude. If
it was not possible to obtain anMEP of this amplitude, the lowest inten-
sity still producing a stable MEP was used. Conditioned trials (CST and
TS) were randomly interleaved with unconditioned trials (TS alone)
during the paired-coil protocol. A minimum of 15 trials of each condi-
tion was recorded. All MEPs in response to iM1 pulses were recorded by
surface EMG (using a belly-to-tendon montage) from the FDI of the
weak hand. The raw signal was amplified and filtered with a bandpass
filter of 30Hz to 1 kHz (Digitimer). Signals were digitized at 2 kHz (CED
Power1401, Cambridge Electronic Design) and stored on a laboratory
computer for offline analysis.
Concurrent TMS-fMRI
Concurrent TMS-fMRI can provide insights about causal interactions
among brain regions and help to establish causal brain–behavior rela-
tions for the humanbrain not only at the local site targetedwithTMS, but
also for remote interconnected brain regions (Sack, 2006; O’Shea et al.,
2007a; Bestmann et al., 2008, Driver et al., 2009). Here we used this
approach in a 2  2 factorial event-related design in which each trial
consisted of an instruction to perform a single affected hand grip or to
maintain rest, and a concurrent high- or low-intensity TMS over
cPMd (at mean 79% or 44% of maximal stimulator output intensities,
respectively; see below). TMS at these intensities was applied during
hand grip or rest with equal probability.
Experimental paradigm. During scanning, a visual cue on each trial
indicated that participants should either perform a single brief isometric
hand grip with their affected hand or maintain rest. Hand grips were
performed using an MR-compatible manipulandum consisting of two
force transducers (FSG15N1A;Honeywell) situated between twomolded
plastic bars (width 6 cm). Compression of the two bars by isometric
hand-grip resulted in the generation of a differential voltage signal, lin-
early proportional to force exerted, which was fed into a signal condi-
tioner (CED 1902; Cambridge Electronic Design). This signal was
digitized (CED 1401; Cambridge Electronic Design) and fed into a com-
puter running Cogent 2000 (http://www.vislab.ucl.ac.uk/cogent.php).
The dynamic change in recorded signal was projected in real time onto a
screen to give visual feedback to each participant, as a column for which
the height varied linearly with change in voltage and hence with force
(Fig. 1). Before scanning, patients practiced the grip task (without TMS)
for 3–5 min. They were also asked to perform the task before scanning
but while lying in the scanner to further familiarize themselves with the
task. During this time, we were able to observe any synergistic flexor
movements (no mirror movements were observed, as also confirmed by
the force-transducers; see below). In addition, subjects were asked to grip
the manipulandum with maximum force to generate their maximum
voluntary contraction (MVC).
At the start of each trial, the requirement for an active hand grip (if
applicable) was indicated visually by an arrow pointing to the side of the
affected hand, as displayed at the bottom of the screen for 3 s (Fig. 1a).
The appearance of this arrow indicated that the subject was to perform a
single brief handgrip with the affected hand, to be continued until the
column representing the force applied came into contact with a horizon-
tal bar on the screen (indicating the target force of 20% of the affected
hand’s MVC on the day of scanning), at which point the grip could be
released. In an equal number of unpredictable intermingled trials, a cross
was presented instead to indicate that subjects should maintain rest. In
this case, participants kept their hands relaxed. Participants held one
additional manipulandum in their unaffected hand to record anymirror
movements or undesired twitches during TMS caused by a possible
spread of excitation from the stimulated cPMd into adjacent contrale-
sional M1 (cM1). With this setup, we confirmed outside of the main
experiments that TMS-induced movements of the hand or fingers could
indeed be detected reliably by the force transducers when TMS similar to
our main stimulation protocol was applied to contralesional M1 instead
of cPMd (5 pulses at 11 Hz and 110% rMT). No such movements were
observed in the force recordings during TMS over cPMd, demonstrating
that contralesional M1 was not directly stimulated by the cPMd–TMS
protocol applied during the main experiment.
In addition to the instruction to grip or rest during fMRI, as part of
each event, TMSwas applied to cPMd inside the scanner unpredictably at
Figure 1. Experimental setup andmain effects of the grip task. a, Left, Photograph of grip-
force manipulandum. Right, Screens displayed during scanning for a grip trial (arrow shown at
bottom of thermometer-like visual display) and a no-grip trial (central cross being presented
instead of the arrow). During grip trials, a yellow target bar indicated the required force level, as
shown in the schematic example. Theactual force exertedby theaffectedhandwas indicatedby
red shading of the thermometer-like display and thewhite arrowpointed to the paretic hand to
indicate that active grip was required. Participants were instructed to generate a nonballistic
force matching the displayed target bar, using a gentle pace without major corrective move-
ments (seemain text). In all trials, TMS (5 pulses, 11 Hz) was applied unpredictably to contrale-
sional PMd at one of two intensities (110% resting motor threshold or 70% active motor
threshold) 900 ms after presentation of the force target level (or cross) visual instruction. b,
Hand grip-related activity, regardless of TMS. The results of the group random-effects analysis
are projected onto the rendered averaged structural scans from all patients. The height thresh-
oldwas set at t 3.5, uncorrected formultiple comparisons acrosswhole brain, and the extent
(or cluster) threshold set at p 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons across the whole
brain. AH, Affected hemisphere.
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either 110% of individual rMT (TMShigh condition) or 70% of aMT
(TMSlow condition) on each trial. RestingMT during scanning had been
determined visually for the unaffected hand when stimulating over con-
tralesional M1. Thresholds were defined as the stimulator output that
elicited clearly visible responses in the FDI in five of 10 trials, with the
hand either relaxed (rMT) or during a gentle finger pinch (aMT). Once
established, this thresholdwas confirmedby reducing the intensity by 2%
of maximum stimulator output (MSO) and repeating the procedure.
When no further responses were observed, the intensity was increased in
2%MSO steps until a clear response became visible again. In the TMSlow
condition, the actual stimulation intensity was around half (mean 44
7% SD of MSO) of the level of the intensity in the TMShigh condition
(mean 79  11% MSO). Therefore, TMShigh can be expected to exert
significantly stronger effects on cortical processing (Bestmann et al.,
2008) compared with TMSlow. This was directly assessed by contrasting
the two conditions in our event-related fMRI analysis (see below). Note
that comparing high-intensity (effective) TMS to low-intensity TMS
(less effective) can provide a better control for any potential nonspecific
effects of TMS application (e.g., due to the click-sound associated with
TMS delivery or anticipation of such delivery) than would be the case if
merely comparing high-intensity TMS versus none. The two TMS inten-
sities for the fMRI session differ somewhat in terms of absolute MSO
from themotor threshold obtained separately outside the scanner. This is
primarily because visually determined thresholds are slightly higher than
motor thresholds determined using electromyography, and because of
construction differences between theMR-compatible TMS coil and stan-
dard TMS coils.
Each TMS train during scanning comprised of five pulses at 11 Hz,
starting 900 ms [10 echo-planar imaging (EPI) slice acquisitions] after
presentation of the instructional visual cue. Previous work in healthy
subjects with an equivalent paradigm had shown that, with this interval,
TMS-pulse application coincided well with the neural activity related to
grip force generation (Bestmann et al., 2008b). A single scanning session
was comprised of 100 trials (20 each of TMShigh-grip, TMSlow-grip,
TMShigh-rest, TMSlow-rest, and null events). Each patient therefore re-
ceived a total of 400 TMS pulses during themain experiment, in line with
currently available safety recommendations (Rossi et al., 2009). The in-
tertrial intervals varied unpredictably between 11 and 21 s (mean, 16.11
s). These conservatively long intertrial intervals were chosen tominimize
carry-over effects between TMS trials with the stimulation used
(Modugno et al., 2001; Gilio et al., 2007). However, we note that the TMS
aspects of our design (high or low intensity) were event-related and had
a pseudorandom order, so that any possible carry-over effects could not
contribute to our specific contrasts in the fMRI analysis. Trial order was
pseudorandomized so that each trial type occurred twice within 10 con-
secutive trials.
Patients were trained outside the scanner without TMS being applied
until comfortable with the grip task. Inside the scanner, the TMS coil was
positioned over cPMd. The taskwas briefly practiced again, ensuring that
patients performed brief but nonballistic isometric hand grips that
reached or approximated the required force level on every active trial
with only the contralesional affected hand. We explicitly instructed pa-
tients that speed was not critical and that they should generate a nonbal-
listic handgrip to approximately match the displayed target bar, using a
gentle pace without major corrective movements (Bestmann et al.,
2008b). These instructions ensured that patients could perform the task
without difficulty and rendered it less likely that TMS would induce any
systematic changes in behavior. The latter was important for our ap-
proach, and we therefore chose a simple nonspeeded motor task, which
rendered it less likely for TMS to have any systematic behavioral conse-
quences in the present paradigm, as also confirmed in our previous study
on healthy participants (Bestmann et al., 2008).
A few trials were performed inside the scannerwith TMSbeing applied
to cPMd at 110% rMT of the affected hand while patients were contract-
ing their unaffected hand (i.e., contralateral to TMS) at 20% MVC.
This allowed a further check that indeed no twitches were induced by
cPMd TMS (neither ipsilateral nor contralateral to the PMd). No overt
muscle responses were observed in any participant, nor later reported by
participants, other than the intended grip with the weak hand when
required by the grip task.
Data acquisition. MRI was conducted with a 1.5T Magnetom Sonata
system (Siemens Medical Solutions) operating with the standard CP re-
ceive head and body transmit coil. Whole-head T1-weighted structural
anatomical images were acquired after the fMRI experiment using a
three-dimensional modified driven equilibrium Fourier transform se-
quence with an isotropic resolution of 1 mm3 (Deichmann et al., 2004).
During fMRI, functional T2*-weighted MRI transverse EPI with blood
oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) contrast were obtained using a
multislice gradient echo EPI sequencewith the following parameters: 848
volume acquisitions, 20 slices/volume, 64  96 matrix, 3  3 mm in-
plane resolution with 50% oversampling in phase-encoding direction,
2.5 mm slice thickness plus 50% spatial gap between spatially adjacent
slices, repetition time  1800 ms, echo time  42 ms,   90°, echo-
spacing 500 s, 2298 Hz/pixel bandwidth, trapezoidal readout gradients
with a ramp of 130 s and a flat top of 240 s, field of view 192 192
mm, max slew rate 214.9 mT/m/ms. During scanning, any potential
physiological or technical artifacts were constantly monitored online
(Weiskopf et al., 2007). After each experimental session, whole brain
coverage EPI volumes were acquired in the same orientation as for the
actual experiment to facilitate spatial normalization of the spatially re-
stricted functional image series.
Technical aspects of concurrent TMS-fMRI. TMS was implemented in-
side the scanner using a MagStim Rapid system (Magstim) with a
custom-built, MR-compatible, nonferrous figure-of-eight stimulation
coil [two windings with 10 turns each, inner wing diameter 53 mm,
distance between outer coil surface and windings of 2–3 mm (variation
due to manufacturing tolerance); coil inductance, including cable, of 20
H; maximal current at 100% stimulator output of5 kA). The stimu-
lation unit was housed inside the scanner room in a shielded cabinet,
fromwhich the stimulation coil cable was fed through a custom filter box
(Magstim). Residual radio frequency (RF) transmission along the coil
cable was further suppressed using ferrite sleeves (Ruff et al., 2006; Best-
mann et al., 2008b; Blankenburg et al., 2008). The TMS coil was con-
nected to the stimulator in parallel to a high voltage relay–diode
combination (Magstim ES9486; Magstim), eliminating residual leakage
current flow through the TMS coil (Bestmann et al., 2008b; Weiskopf et
al., 2009). The relay and TMS stimulator were controlled with a unit
developed in-house based on a BASIC Stamp 2 micro-controller (Paral-
lax). TMS pulses were applied during the dead time between the EPI
navigator echoes and the EPI data readout, and separated from RF slice
excitation pulses (Bestmann et al., 2003). Each slice coincided equally
often with TMS pulses to avoid any systematic influences on slice-by-
slice variance. For a more detailed treatment of the technical aspects of
concurrent TMS-fMRI, the reader is referred to previous work (Bohning
et al., 1998; Shastri et al., 1999; Baudewig et al., 2000; Bestmann et al.,
2003; Bungert et al., 2008a,b; Weiskopf et al., 2009).
Visual stimulation, grip-force data acquisition, TMS triggering and
intensity regulation, and relay settings were controlled using the toolbox
Cogent 2000 (http://www.vislab.ucl.ac.uk/cogent.php) running under
Matlab (Mathworks). Foam-padded cushions were used to restrict head
movement. Participants wore earplugs (single number rating  36 dB)
and headphones to reduce acoustic noise from the scanner and the TMS
discharge sound. Inside the scanner, the TMS coil was positioned over
cPMd using anMR-compatible custom-built coil holder. The cPMd was
located as in the paired-coil experiment, at the point 2 cm anterior and 1
cmmedial to themotor hotspot (Johansen-Berg et al., 2002; Bestmann et
al., 2005, 2008b; O’Shea et al., 2007b; Schluter et al., 1998, 1999), and
marked on the subject’s scalp. The TMS coil was oriented tangential to
the scalp, approximately perpendicular to the precentral sulcus. This
induced a biphasic current with an initial anteroposterior-induced direc-
tion relative to the axis of the coil. Following scanning, the cPMd site that
had been stimulated inside the scanner was reconstructed from T1-
weighted structural scans, which included five fiducial markers placed at
the center of the two TMS coil wings, their anterior bifurcation, and the
left and right side of the coil cable at their posterior bifurcation (supple-
mental Fig. S2, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplementalmaterial).
The stimulation site was thereby determined as the intersection between
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the imaged cortex and a line going through the center of the TMS coil and
perpendicular to the plane of the figure-of-eight coil. The reconstructed
TMS coil position for each participant confirmed that the stimulation
location was clustered within cPMd anterior to the precentral gyrus, and
dorsal to the intersection of the medial frontal sulcus and precentral
sulcus (supplemental Fig. S2, available at www.jneurosci.org as supple-
mental material) (Amiez et al., 2006).
Data analyses
Behavioral data during fMRI. Movement onset, grip duration, and peak
force were measured for each trial. Movement onset was defined as the
latency between cue onset and the point at which grip force exceeded
20% of baseline value. Note that cortical activity related to grip force
production started several tens or hundreds of milliseconds before this
level was reached. Together with the TMS train duration of 360 ms, this
ensured that cPMd stimulation would overlap with grip-related activity
during grip trials (Bestmann et al., 2008b). Grip duration was deter-
mined as the interval between the successive time points at which grip
force started to exceed or started to fall below the 20%-of-baseline
boundary on each trial. The peak force was determined as the maximum
force during this period for each trial. Paired two-tailed t tests were used
to compare these parameters between high and low TMS intensity con-
ditions across participants. Our explicit aim was to use TMS during
scanning to probe local and remote BOLD signal changes (Baudewig et
al., 2001; Bestmann et al., 2004, 2008a) rather than to produce behavioral
changes that might then complicate interpretation of any fMRI changes
also associatedwith TMS.Consequently, our instructions did not require
patients to perform the movements at high speed or accuracy (for a
closely analogous approach in healthy participants, see Bestmann et al.,
2008b), and we therefore did not a priori expect any TMS impact on
performance in the grip task. Instead we were specifically interested in
how cPMdTMSmight impact on brain activity in remote brain areas that
cPMd may influence.
Interhemispheric cPMd influence on iM1, as assessed with paired-coil
TMS. Individual trials were examined offline and those showing any
voluntary EMG activity were discarded (18.1% of trials in total). Peak-
to-peak MEP amplitudes were measured in the remaining trials using
in-house software. The influence of cPMd on iM1 was calculated in each
patient as the mean amplitude of conditioned MEPs expressed as a per-
centage of unconditioned MEPs. The relevant TMS parameters are
shown in Table 3. We first assessed the correlation between the paired-
coil cPMd-iM1measure and the combined clinical score.However,more
impaired patients often required higher test pulse intensities to elicit any
MEP, due to greater resting motor thresholds in the affected hemisphere
(Table 3). Therefore, we controlled for floor or ceiling effects due to
changes in motor thresholds or difficulties in evoking MEPs of 1 mV
amplitude in some patients. For this we used a partial correlation proce-
dure, in which we included resting motor thresholds in the affected
hemisphere as well as the size of the motor-evoked potential elicited by
the test pulse.
One might expect that any pathologies in excitability of connections
between cPMd and iM1 may be more pronounced when patients with
less residualmotor functions have tomake amovement. However, this is
difficult to quantify directly with paired-coil TMS, because the recruit-
ment of I-waves cannot easily be compared during voluntary action and
rest (Amassian and Stewart, 2003). To study the impact of having to
make a movement with the paretic hand, we therefore chose instead to
exploit the concurrent TMS-fMRI technique that enabled us to measure
influences from cPMd TMS on BOLD signals from other (ipsilesional
and contralesional)motor regions both during rest and voluntary action,
relating this to the physiological paired-coil TMS measure that we were
able to obtain in the separate experiment.
fMRI analysis. EPI images were reconstructed offline (Josephs et al.,
2000) and the first five volumes discarded to allow for T1 equilibration
effects. All EPI slices coinciding with TMS pulses were identified. In
addition, all slices in which the magnitude of their difference in mean
signal intensity to the anatomically corresponding slice in the previous
image volume exceeded 3 SD frommean slice difference in the time series
(0.12% of all slices) were replaced by the mean of the spatially equivalent
slices from the previous and the subsequent image volume (Ruff et al.,
2006; Bestmann et al., 2008). Final inspection was accomplished using
the ArtRepair toolbox implemented in SPM5. Functional imaging
data were analyzed using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM5,
http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) implemented in Matlab 7. Realign-
ment to the first volume corrected for any interscan head movements.
Interactions of head motion with geometric distortions were accounted
for using the unwarp toolbox as implemented in SPM5 (Andersson et al.,
2001). Additional preprocessing included detrending of time series in
each voxelwith a linearmodel of the global signal (Macey et al., 2004) and
an AR(1) model to account for serial autocorrelations in the data.
The resulting images were spatially normalized to a standard EPI tem-
plate based on the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) reference
brain in Talairach space (MNI305 brain), using fourth-degree B-spline
interpolation, and resampled to a 3  3  3 mm3 voxel size. Spatial
normalization parameters were estimated from the whole-brain EPI im-
ages and the respective normalization transformation was then applied
to the EPI images of the main experimental session. We checked to con-
firm that normalization did not introduce any anomalies in the images of
our brain-damaged patients. We noted that all of the lesions were sub-
cortical, whereas (as described above) themost critical fMRI results were
cortical, arising well away from the damaged regions. The resulting im-
ages were smoothed with an isotropic 9mm full-width at half-maximum
Gaussian kernel to allow for valid statistical inference according to
Gaussian random field theory, in accordance with the standard SPM
approach. Any potential remaining artifacts related to head motion or
other nonphysiological signals were then removed using automatic in-
dependent component analysis-based denoising (Tohka et al., 2008). To
allow a unified statistical model, images from the only two patients with
a left-hemispheric lesion were flipped about the sagittal plane to permit
statistical comparison across participants, i.e., shifting the ipsilesional
hemisphere to the right for all cases (Ward et al., 2003b, 2006, 2007).
Statistical analysis of the fMRI data involved two stages. First, a single
subject fixed-effects model was computed for each participant by multi-
ple regression of the voxelwise time series onto a composite model con-
taining the covariates of interest. Each of the four event-related trial types
(TMShigh during grip, or TMSlow during grip, TMShigh during rest, and
TMSlow during rest) were modeled as delta functions, with onsets
defined as the first TMS pulse, and were included as separate covariates.
To account for any additional variance induced by any slight trial-by-
trial and/or intersubject variation in grip onset, grip duration, or grip
force, these parameters were included as parametric modulations that
scaled the delta function representing the onset of each grip trial.
All covariates were convolved with a canonical synthetic hemody-
namic response function in a general linear model (Friston et al., 1994,
1998), together with a single covariate representing the mean (constant)
term over scans. The parameter estimates for each covariate resulting
from the restrictedmaximum-likelihood fit of themodel to the data were
calculated. Statistical parametric maps of the t statistic resulting from
linear contrasts of covariates (Friston et al., 1994) were generated and
Table 3. TMS parameters for each patient
Patient
Absolute motor threshold (%MSO) cPMd-iM1 connectivity
measure (%
unconditioned MEP)rMTAH aMTAH rMTUH aMTUH
1 55 47 48 45 68.9
2 55 42 38 31 65.4
3 40 34 41 37 106.3
4 52 32 37 22 120.6
5 51 43 45 37 105.9
6 41 29 40 28 61.6
7 40 35 37 32 104.4
8 42 40 46 38 91.5
9 60 40 52 36 103.8
10 82 60 50 39 118.1
11 65 44 44 30 65.0
12 100 93 52 38 122.4
Mean STD 56.9 18.2 44.9 17.1 44.1 5.6 34.4 6.1 94.5 23.2
AH, Affected hemisphere; UH, unaffected hemisphere.
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stored as separate images for each subject. First, for each subject we
calculated the effect of grip minus rest (regardless of TMS intensity), the
effect of high- minus low-intensity TMS to cPMd (regardless of whether
gripping or not), and the two-way interactions between these factors.
Second, the group level random-effects analysis comprised parameter
estimates for each of these contrasts across all subjects. Contrast images
from each subject were entered into a one sample t test for each contrast
of interest. The height threshold for the resulting SPM(t)s was set at t
3.5, and the extent (or cluster) threshold set at p  0.05, corrected for
multiple comparisons across the whole brain.
To exploit heterogeneity in our patient group, we tested whether any
between-subject variability in these TMS-fMRI effects related to the de-
gree of residual motor function, as indexed by our combined clinical
assessment score for each patient. In addition, we were interested in
whether the degree of interhemispheric influence from cPMd to ipsile-
sional primary motor cortex (as assessed with our separate paired-coil
cPMd-iM1 physiologicalmeasure) could explain any additional variabil-
ity in our concurrent TMS-fMRI results.We therefore performed a linear
regression analyses within SPM5 using the contrast images for each sub-
ject, with the effects of interest now being regressed upon separate values
representing the degree of residual function as assessed by the composite
clinical score, and (separately) the paired-coil cPMd-iM1 measure for
each subject. We first considered the combined clinical score because
previous work has shown some relation between brain activity during
hand grip and to residual motor function (Ward, 2006). We then con-
sidered the cPMd-iM1 measure to see if any additional fMRI variance
might be explained by this further physiological measure of inter-
hemispheric influence.
To illustrate the relationship for significant peak voxels, we plotted the
extracted parameter estimates from the peak voxels against the combined
clinical score and separately against the paired-coil cPMd-iM1 measure.
We note that this is merely to provide some visualization of the relation-
ship between the variables tested. The formal analysis to address this was
performed via the SPM linear regression analysis and associated statistics.
Results
Behavioral results during scanning
All patients were able to perform the grip task adequately (sup-
plemental Fig. S3, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemen-
tal material). No patient displayed mirror movements in
unaffected hand or synergistic flexor movements in more proxi-
mal joints, when assessed outside the scanner by direct observa-
tion or during scanning, as confirmed by inspection of the
sensitive force recordings from the unaffected hand during
movement of the affected hand. The grip onset times (mean 
STD, 1.3 0.19 s for TMSlow; 1.28 0.2 s for TMShigh) indicate
that TMS overlappedwith neural processes associatedwith active
grip generation, as in our recent TMS-fMRI study of healthy
subjects in an equivalent paradigm (Bestmann et al., 2008b). The
comparison of task performance between the TMShigh and
TMSlow conditions was not significantly different for any grip
parameter (grip onset, t(11)  0.92; grip duration, t(11)  0.90;
peak force, t(11) 1.82). Thus, high-intensity TMS during scan-
ning did not significantly change motor behavior compared with
low-intensity TMS, consistent with our intention of avoiding any
significant behavioral effects of the TMS manipulation during
scanning that might otherwise have complicated interpretation
of TMS influences for high versus low intensity in the fMRI data
(Bestmann et al., 2008b; Ruff et al., 2006).
We were specifically interested in examining any variability in
the causal influence of cPMd TMS on surviving brain regions (as
assessed with fMRI BOLD signal changes) as a function of resid-
ual upper limb impairment (as assessed by a composite clinical
score) and the physiological influence of cPMd on iM1 (as as-
sessed separately using paired-coil TMS). In the results below, we
first report the results from the cPMd-iM1 paired-coil TMS ex-
periment and then report their use as an explanatory variable for
the fMRI data.
Figure 2. Scatterplot showing the correlation, with regression line, between the combined
clinical score and the interhemispheric cPMd-iM1 influence measured with paired-coil TMS
(conditionedMEP/unconditionedMEP as a percentage) in each patient. For the combined clin-
ical score (along the y-axis), a higher value indicates better residual motor function. This mea-
sure correlated with the value of the interhemispheric cPMd-iM1 influence shown along the
x-axis; a better motor recovery was associated with a physiological inhibitory effect, whereas
poorer recovery was associated with less interhemispheric inhibition or even facilitation (i.e.,
paired-coil effects of100%, as for the rightmost cases).
Table 4. SPMmain effect of grip versus rest (irrespective of TMS) andmain effect of TMS high versus low TMS (irrespective of grip)
Anatomical region Side
Talairach coordinates in MNI space
Maximum Z score Cluster p valuex y z
Main effect of grip versus rest (irrespective of TMS)
Postcentral gyrus i 48 24 35 4.72 0.001
Supplementary motor area 3 6 69 4.62
Dorsal premotor cortex 30 15 72 4.22
Inferior frontal gyrus c 51 6 27 4.26 0.05
Superior parietal lobule i 24 60 57 4.60 0.001
Superior parietal lobule c 33 48 60 5.01 0.001
Inferior frontal gyrus i 63 12 18 3.69 0.05
Dorsal premotor cortex c 24 12 63 3.89 0.05
Ventral premotor cortex c 45 0 57 3.84 0.05
Main effect of TMS high versus low (irrespective of TMS)
Rolandic operculum i 51 24 21 3.80 0.05
Superior temporal gyrus c 54 30 12 3.92 0.05
Middle cingulate cortex c 3 9 39 3.71 0.05
Height threshold of t 3.5, uncorrected for multiple comparisons across whole brain, and extent (or cluster) threshold set at p 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons across whole brain. i, Ipsilesional; c, contralesional.
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Interhemispheric paired coil TMS
We measured the influence of cPMd on
iM1 using paired-pulse TMS outside the
scanner in a separate session. We found
that the influence fromcPMdon iM1at rest
was inhibitory (with the conditioningcPMd
pulse reducing the MEP evoked by the iM1
test pulse) in some patients, similar to
healthy controls (Mochizuki et al., 2004).
But notably, in other patients, the condi-
tioning stimulus to cPMd resulted in less
inhibition or even facilitation (Table 3;
Fig. 2). This finding was related to the
combined clinical score (r  0.62, p 
0.05). Thus, in patients withminimalmo-
tor impairment, interactions between
cPMdand iM1 at restwere predominantly
inhibitory, similar to those previously ob-
served in healthy subjects (Mochizuki et
al., 2004; Koch et al., 2006; O’Shea et al.,
2007). In contrast, in patients with
greater impairment, this influence
tended to be reversed, demonstrating
that the paired-coil TMS approach can
highlight impairment-specific differ-
ences in the influence of cPMd on iM1.
It is unlikely that our paired-coil TMS
result can be explained by differences in
rMTs or MEP size, as follows: (1) resting
motor thresholds from either hemisphere
did not correlate with the paired-coil
PMd-M1 measure [rMTaffected hemisphere:
r  0.36, p  0.25, not significant; rMTunaffected hemisphere: r 
0.25, p 0.43, not significant]; (2) the partial correlation of the
paired-coil cPMd-iM1 measure with the combined clinical score
remained significant even after accounting for rMTaffected hemispere
and test pulse MEP size (r  0.55, p  0.05); (3) mean MEP
amplitudes for test pulses were not significantly different from
the desired 1mVpeak-to-peak amplitude (one-sample t test, t(11)
 1.43; p  0.18), thus ruling out systematic floor or ceiling
effects that might otherwise have prevented us from detecting
significant inhibition or facilitation.
Relation between concurrent
TMS-fMRI results and combined clinical score
In a separate experiment, we assessed the state-dependent influ-
ence of cPMd TMS on brain regions in either hemisphere that
were activated by hand-grip with the paretic hand. First, we as-
sessed the effects of the grip task performed with the affected
hand (Fig. 1b; Table 4). As expected, relative activity increases
during gripwith the affected hand comparedwith rest (regardless
of TMS intensity) were seen in ipsilesional sensorimotor cortex
(including precentral and postcentral sulcus and extending into
dorsal premotor cortex), caudal inferior frontal gyrus, bilateral
middle cingulate cortex, and supplementary motor area, plus
superior parietal lobule and dorsal and ventral premotor cortex,
including the putative stimulation site in cPMd. Grip-related ac-
tivity varied across our patient group. Those with greater impair-
ment of the paretic hand (i.e., lower clinical scores) exhibited
more activity during hand grip in secondary motor areas, consis-
tent with previous observations (Ward et al., 2003a,b). The mag-
nitude of brain activity during affected hand grip correlated
negatively with the combined clinical score in ipsilesional PMd
(peak x 39, y12, z 51, z-score 4.68), supplementary
motor area (x 3, y 0, z 54, z-score 3.75), and contrale-
sional PMd/M1 (x39, y6, z 48, z-score 3.67) (Fig. 3).
Importantly for interpretation of our later results, we also noted a
progressive posterior shift in the peak of sensorimotor cortex
activation with increasing motor impairment (r  0.59, p 
0.043) (Fig. 4), as previously described (Rossini et al., 1998;
Pineiro et al., 2001; Cramer, 2004; Cramer and Crafton, 2006).
Second, we compared all events with high-intensity TMS to
those with low-intensity TMS, finding relative increases in BOLD
signal in middle cingulate cortex as well as auditory cortex bilat-
erally, presumably because of the somewhat louder click associ-
ated with higher intensity TMS (Table 4) (Hanakawa et al., 2009;
Siebner et al., 1999; Bestmann et al., 2004; Baudewig et al., 2001;
Bohning et al., 1998).
Third, we examined the critical interaction of TMS intensity
andmotor state (i.e., hand grip vs rest) using the contrast TMShigh
(grip–rest)  TMSlow (grip–rest). The resulting voxelwise pa-
rameter estimates from this contrast reflect the magnitude of the
influence of the stimulated cPMd on other brain regions during
hand grip compared with rest. For instance, if cPMd has no in-
fluence over region A then there will be no difference between
gripminus rest for the high- versus low-intensity TMS conditions
in the voxels corresponding to region A. If, however, there is an
influence of cPMd TMS on region A that increases during hand
grip then the high-intensity TMS condition will lead to a local
increase in BOLD signal in region A during hand-grip, and thus
the interaction contrast TMShigh (grip–rest)  TMShigh (grip–
rest) will be positive. Although we found no consistent effects for
the patient group on average, based on previous work (Ward et
al., 2003a,b), our expectation was to find variability in relation to
Figure 3. Hand grip-related fMRI activity correlations with residual motor function. a, SPM for the main effect of hand grip
(minus rest) is shown in yellow, overlaid onto themean normalized T1-weighted structural image from all participants. Activation
clusters in which a significant relationship between hand grip-related activity and the combined clinical score was observed are
shown in orange ( p 0.05, corrected, for multiple comparisons across the brain). b, Parameter estimates from each individual
patient for themain effect of hand grip (minus rest; shown along the y-axis) plotted against the combined clinical score from each
patient (along the x-axis) for the circled regions in a, at the coordinates listed. iPMd, Ipsilesional PMd; SMA, supplementarymotor
area; AH, affected hemisphere.
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the degree of impairment. We therefore tested whether the influ-
ence of cPMd TMS on other brain regions [a more facilitatory
influence being reflected in a higher value for the contrast
TMShigh (grip–rest)  TMShigh (grip–rest)] correlated with the
combined clinical score for each patient (lower value reflecting
greater motor impairment). We found that in our patients with
greater clinical impairment, there was amore facilitatory effect of
cPMd on only one region in the ipsilesional hemisphere. The
most significant voxel was posterior and ventral to ipsilesional
hand area of M1 (peak at x 51, y30, z 42) (Fig. 5). At a
lower threshold ( p  0.005), the significant cluster extended
between y  18 and 38 in the anterior–posterior direction
and between z 38 and 58 in the dorsal–ventral direction, over-
lapping greatly with the sensorimotor cortex activation seen in
our patients for the grip task overall.We consider this region to be
part of the sensorimotor cortex in our patients, particularly
since we have already observed that hand grip-related activity
was located progressively more posteriorly in our more im-
paired patients (Fig. 4). Contralesional PMd TMS did not
exert a significant influence on any other brain region during
hand grip compared with rest, neither on average nor when
correlated with impairment. No effects in hand grip-related
regions were observed for the negative interaction (i.e., the
reverse SPM contrast).
Relation between concurrent TMS-fMRI results and separate
interhemispheric paired-coil TMS physiological results
We were also specifically interested in how patient-by-patient
variability in our TMS paired-coil cPMd-iM1 measure may ex-
plain any variability in our fMRI results, over and above variabil-
ity already explained by the main effect of hand grip and the
TMShigh (grip–rest) TMSlow (grip–rest) interaction. We found
that a less inhibitory/more facilitatory influence of cPMd on iM1
in the paired-coil TMS experiment correlated positively with the
magnitude of BOLD signal changes during hand grip (regardless
of TMS intensity) in cPMd (x30, y12, z 63, z-score
3.98, p 0.05) (Fig. 6). Second, the TMS paired-coil cPMd-iM1
measure correlated positively with the parameter estimates from
the TMShigh (grip–rest) TMSlow (grip–rest) interaction in only
one region, ipsilesional inferior central sulcus (x 36, y12,
z 45) corresponding to Brodmann area 4p, the posterior part of
primary motor cortex (Fig. 7). Thus patients with more patho-
logical cPMd-iM1 paired-coil results showed stronger interac-
tion effects of cPMd TMS in this posterior ipsilesional motor
region.
For completeness, in an additional analysis we also looked for
any age-dependent changes in motor function by additionally
Figure 4. Relationship between the ipsilesional peak hand grip-related signal change and the combined clinical score. The SPM for the main effect of hand grip is overlaid on the individual
structural scanof eachpatient. Aposterior shift of activity in ipsilesional cortexwas observed,with lesswell recoveredpatients exhibitingprogressivelymoreposterior peak activity. The y-coordinate
from each individual patient for the peak activity for the main effect of grip versus rest (shown along the y-axis) is plotted against the combined clinical score from each patient (along the x-axis).
Figure 5. a, The facilitatory influence of contralesional PMd during hand grip (asmeasured
with concurrent TMS-fMRI) correlated with combined clinical score in this ipsilesional cluster
extending across posterior sensorimotor cortical regions. b, SPM for the interaction term
TMShigh (grip–rest) TMSlow (grip–rest) overlaid on the rendered mean structural scan from
all patients. The influence of cPMd on this cluster [assessed by the parameter estimates for
TMShigh (grip–rest) TMSlow (grip–rest)] are plotted against the combined clinical score for
each patient. AH, Affected hemisphere.
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including age as covariates of no interest at the second level of
analysis. No influences of age or time-after-stroke were observed
for the critical contrasts in any hand grip-related areas (data not
shown).
Discussion
Contralesional PMd is thought to contribute to the support of
recovered motor function after stroke, more so in patients with
greater impairment (Johansen-Berg et al., 2002; Lotze et al., 2006;
Ward et al., 2007), but the mechanism by which it exerts this
influence has remained unknown.Work in primates has demon-
strated that direct descending projections from secondary motor
regions, including PMd, have longer latencies and are weaker
than those fromM1 (Boudrias et al., 2010), suggesting additional
synapses in the anatomical pathway for their actions on mo-
toneurons. The descending motor pathway from PMd could in-
volve the intermediate zone of the spinal cord or even
propriospinal premotoneurons (Mazevet et al., 2003; Stinear and
Byblow, 2004), which receive projections from premotor cortex,
at least in nonhuman primates (Benecke et al., 1991). PMd is also
reciprocally connected with ipsilateral (Lu et al., 1994;Wise et al.,
1997; Dum and Strick, 2005) and contralateral (Marconi et al.,
2003) cortical motor areas, including M1. An alternative route
thoughwhich cPMd can influence residualmotor functionmight
thus be via corticocortical pathways. Our results provide evi-
dence that in patients with more impairment, cPMd exerts an
increasing influence on surviving sensorimotor cortex in the ip-
silesional hemisphere. We did not find any evidence for corre-
spondingly increased influences on any other brain regions,
including other secondary motor areas.
In the current experiments, across our group of stroke pa-
tients, variations in the influence of cPMd on surviving brain
regions relate not only to clinical motor scores, but also to sepa-
rate neurophysiological (paired-pulse TMS) markers of inter-
hemispheric interactions. The magnitude of the influence of
cPMd TMS upon BOLD signal in a posterior part of the ipsile-
sional sensorimotor cortical region was greater in those patients
with more clinical motor impairment. Since clinical scores may
not capture all of the important variability between patients
(Talelli et al., 2008), we additionally used an independent physi-
ological (paired-pulse) measure of cPMd-iM1 influence to fur-
ther interrogate our fMRI results. We found that a significant
proportion of the variability in the influence of cPMd TMS on
BOLD signal in another ipsilesional posterior sensorimotor re-
gion, BA4p, was accounted for by this separate electrophysiolog-
ical cPMd-iM1 effect.
One possible explanation of our results is that hand grip-
related activity in cPMd may increase excitability in ipsilesional
sensorimotor regions and thereby facilitate an increase in the gain
of descending motor signals to the affected upper limb. This in-
fluence could become more important in patients with greater
impairment, since cPMd is more useful for motor performance
in more impaired patients (Johansen-Berg et al., 2002). As the
hand region ofM1 becomes less important inmotor control with
increasing corticospinal tract damage (Ward et al., 2007), an in-
Figure 7. Brain regions in which the influence of cPMd during hand grip (as measured with
concurrent TMS-fMRI) was greater when cPMd had a less inhibitory/more facilitatory affect on
ipsilesional M1 (as measured with paired-coil TMS). a, The SPM for the correlation seen in
ipsilesional posterior central sulcus, BA4p, is overlaid on the renderedmean structural scan from
all patients. b, Each patient’s parameter estimate for the interaction term TMShigh (grip–
rest) TMSlow (grip–rest) in ipsilesional posterior central sulcus, BA4p, plotted against the
paired-coil measure of the interhemispheric cPMd-iM1 influence. AH, Affected hemisphere.
Figure 6. a, cPMd-iM1 interhemispheric influences at rest (as revealed by paired-coil TMS)
correlated with hand grip-related activity in contralesional premotor cortex. Hand grip-related
activity at the identified stimulation site in cPMd correlated with the separately measured
interhemispheric paired-coil cPMd-iM1 influence (p 0.05, corrected, for multiple compari-
sons across the brain). The SPM for this effect is projected onto the rendered, average, normal-
ized, T1-weighted structural image from all participants. b, Parameter estimates for the main
effect of hand grip minus rest (shown along the y-axis) are plotted in a patient-by-patient
manner against the interhemispheric cPMd-iM1 influence (along the x-axis) are shown in the
inlay. AH, Affected hemisphere.
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creased influence on that part of disconnected M1 might not
enhance motor output in more impaired patients. However,
more posterior parts of sensorimotor cortex may retain their
direct projections to spinal cord motoneurons in some patients
and hence may provide a better target for cPMd to influence
motor output. Posterior shifts in the peak of sensorimotor cortex
activation have been previously observed in stroke patients, pre-
sumably as a consequence of effective (or partial) disconnection
of the hand area from the corticospinal tract (Pineiro et al., 2001).
Corresponding posterior shifts in the TMS motor hot spot
(Rossini et al., 1998) suggest that thesemore posterior regions are
intimately involved inmotor output to the affected hand.Activity
during affected hand grip was indeed found more posteriorly
with greater impairment in our own patient cohort (Fig. 4).
Another cortical motor region known to be more active in
patients with greater impairment and/ormore corticospinal tract
damage is Brodmann area (BA) 4p (Ward et al., 2003b, 2006), in
the deep part of the anterior bank of central sulcus. Here we
found that cPMd TMS exerted greater grip-related influence on
BA4p in those patients for whom the paired-coil cPMd-M1mea-
sure wasmost abnormal. By using both a clinical and neurophys-
iological measure as covariates in our fMRI analysis, we were able
to identify two regions of the ipsilesional grip-related network via
which the influence of cPMd increases inmore impaired patients.
This indicates changes in interregional influence within the mo-
tor network that relate to the impairment of corticospinal system
function. A question for future research is how this reorganized
interregional influences arises, including whether it is an inevita-
ble consequence of corticospinal disruption by the subcortical
lesions themselves orwhether it can also be shaped by some forms
of physical therapy or motor practice. Answering this question
will require longitudinal studies thatmake specific therapeutic or
practice manipulations.
More generally, the present concurrent TMS-fMRI approach
can highlight state-dependent interactions between remote but
interconnected regions across the brain (Bestmann et al., 2008;
Ruff et al., 2006; Sack et al., 2007). Concurrent TMS-fMRI can
provide a new type of additional information compared with
paired-pulse double-coil approaches alone or purely correlative
fMRI approaches without the causal TMS intervention. Relating
BOLD signal changes directly to the physiological changes
evoked by TMS inevitably demands the combination of more
invasive recordings of neural activity with fMRI. The relationship
between the observedBOLD signal changes reported here and the
physiological inhibition or facilitation observed in our paired-
coil TMS experiment must therefore be considered with care.
However, recent work has clearly demonstrated how the concur-
rent TMS-fMRI approach can be applied to highlight differences
in TMS-evoked activity changes locally and in interconnected
regions (Bestmann et al., 2008; Driver et al., 2009), including for
pathological conditions such as depression (Li et al., 2004). We
show how one can apply this technique to study state-dependent
changes in interregional influences following stroke and how
such changes relate to individual clinical and electrophysiological
markers of residual motor function. Our present results relate
only to the state-dependent influence of cPMd on other brain
regions, but the present approach could now be used to study the
influence of other cortical motor regions on surviving motor
networks after stroke.
In general, interhemispheric PMd-M1 influences studiedwith
paired-coil TMS can be inhibitory or facilitatory, depending on
the exact conditioning intensity used (Ba¨umer et al., 2006). We
have taken our results to indicate a shift in the balance toward net
facilitation in themore impaired patients. The implication is that
input from cPMd might now assist ipsilesional brain regions to
produce movement. The fact that transient interference with the
activity of cPMd using single-pulse TMS impairs movement of
the paretic hand in stroke patients (Johansen-Berg et al., 2002)
appears consistent with such a change to a facilitatory role. Inter-
estingly, a different argument has beenmade for the possible role
of cM1 (Hummel and Cohen, 2006). Using paired-coil TMS,
Murase et al. (2004) found that, unlike healthy controls, stroke
patients with unilateral motor deficits showed abnormally in-
creased interhemispheric inhibition from cM1 before movement
of the affected hand. They proposed that persisting interhemi-
spheric inhibition from cM1 could interferewithmovement con-
trolled by the damaged hemisphere, contributing to motor
impairment. Indeed, this reasoning led to a potential treatment
approach in stroke: using low-frequency rTMS or cathodal trans-
cranial direct-current stimulation, with the aim of reducing ac-
tivity of cM1 and thereby promoting greater function in iM1 (for
review, see Hummel and Cohen, 2006; Talelli and Rothwell,
2006; Nowak et al., 2009). It is unclear why input from cM1
should interfere with functioning of the damaged hemisphere,
which appears to be facilitated by input from cPMd. One possi-
bility is that control of inhibition from cM1 is normally managed
by circuits in iM1 that suppress inputs before movement. If these
are damaged by stroke, then the influence of cM1 will appear
negative. Conversely, inputs from cPMd may normally assist
production of certain types of movement (O’Shea et al., 2007a,b)
and this facilitation may increase after damage to the lesioned
hemisphere. Although the physiological signatures for cM1 and
cPMd influences on iM1 appear very different, the commonality
for both sets of observations is that interhemispheric influences
from contralesional to ipsilesional motor regions, as assessed
with paired-coil measures, are systematically more abnormal in
patients with more impaired clinical motor function (supple-
mental Discussion, available at www.jneurosci.org as supple-
mental material).
In conclusion, our results indicate that contralesional PMd
exerts a causal influence on ipsilesional sensorimotor regions that
are active during movement of the weak hand that increases with
impairment. Although previous work led to the hypothesis that
cPMd is important for supporting recovered motor function,
particularly inmore impaired patients, here wewere able to show
for the first time via concurrent TMS-fMRI that the mechanism
of this support is likely to be a remote, state-dependent influence
on ipsilesional sensorimotor cortex that is stronger during grip
with the paretic hand, more so in more impaired patients. Fur-
thermore, physiological changes in interhemispheric cortical in-
fluences can explain unique aspects of motor system activity in
stroke patients using their affected hand. More generally, this
work highlights an important property of the CNS in that the
functional influences of brain regions upon others are adaptable
in clinically and behaviorally relevant ways.
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